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ABSTRACT

The ground state structures and local states associated with chemical defects in

quasi-one-dimensionai halogen (X) bridged transition metal (M) mixed valence solids

of MX and MMX type have been studied. An adiabatic Hartree-Fock theoretical

framework is presented and representative members are classified. The MX materials

provide a class whose strong electron-phonon coupling usually favors a charge-

density-wave (CDW) ground state. However, the coupling strength can be chemically

tuned (e.g.. by extension to MMX systems) or altered by pressure, driving the ground

state structures towards, e.g., a bond-order-wave (BOW) phase. Electron-phonon

driven self-trapped states are expected in both the CDW or BOW regimes. Resonance

Raman spectra of the MMX solid IdlPtztPgOsHg^Cll-HaO show, in addition to the

homogeneous ground state modes, sharp new features with excitation profiles shifted

to the red of the intervalence-charge-transfer (IVCT) band. We attribute these new

bands to a local polaron state formed by oxidation of the R2CI chain by a chemical

detect. The observed spectral characteristics of this local state are in good agreement

with theoretical predictions.
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The class of quasi-one-dimensional materials comprising chains oi transition metal

complex ions (ML4+") bridged by halide ions (X) has a long chemistry literature,1 -6 e.g.,

Wolffram's red (M = R, X = Cl)2 and Reihlen's green (M = R, X = Br)4 salts. Typically,

they display mixed valence (charge disproportionation) with strong dimerization of the

X~ sublatttce. intense electronic absorption corresponding to charge transfer between

metal sites, and strong, polarized resonant enhancement of associated Raman modes.

More recently, such "MX" compounds have been interpreted as Peierls dimerized

charge-density-wave (CDW) systems.7"10

in this report we emphasize:

(i) An important strength oi MX materials is that they provide a class., whose electron-

phonon coupling usually favors a CDW ground state but where a wide range of

coupling strengths is obtained by varying M, X, ligands, counter ions, external pressure,

etc., or by extending the class to MMX compounds, e.g., K4[Pt(PaO5H2)4X]-nH2O (X =

Cl, Br), hereafter referred to as R2X.11 w i t n strong coupling there is trapped valence

localization and a large X-distortion, whereas for weak coupling there is a large charge

transfer, small X-distortion, and valence delocalization. Here we present an adiabatic,

Hartree-Fock theoretical framework for the MX class and classify representative

members.

(ii) With weak coupling, competitions for ground stales occur10 which we suggest will

produce phase transitions to a bond order wave (BOW). Materials near such ionic-

neutral transitions are probably already available - e.g., Ft2Br under modest

pressure,12 Ptl, and NiBr.7

(iii) Electron-phonon driven self-trapped states (polaronic local modes) in the BOW or

CDW ground states are expected810- - polarons (possibly bipolarons), kinks and

excitons. We report new resonance Raman (RR) spectra and excitation profiles for

Pt2Ct, showing sharp features dominating in the red with respect to the intervalence

- 2 -

charge transfer (IVCT) band. We interpret this structure in terms oi polaronic local

modes.

Consider a single chain of alternating M and X atoms with a single electronic

orbital at each M site.14 We write the electronic Hamiltonian as9 1 0

= Y e c * c - Y t ,(c+c +c+ c
<*-< n no no * - * n.n+1 no n + [ 0 n + i 0

n.n (1)

where c+
na (cw) creates (annihilates) an electron with spin o at the n'h M atom,

nnCT = c+noCrxj, and U is the strength of the on-site Hubbard term. Introducing classical

displacement coordinates un and vn for the M and X atoms, respectively, we postulate

(2a)

e =P(v -v .) (2b)

as leading order dependencies (fixing the zero of energy with respect to the

configuration of equidistant X atoms).

In an adiabatic treatment, the total energy E consists of two parts, the expectation

value of Eq. (1), which we evaluate in Hartree-Fock approximation, and the lattice

energy which we describe in terms of a harmonic force constant Ko. Thus we write

E=-K
2 °.

(3)
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where pn and pnin+i are the local density and bond order, respectively. Stationary

configurations are obtained by minimizing Eq. (3) with respect to the lattice coordinates.

In the case of one electron per M site we expect the system to be unstable with respect

to dimerization of the M or X sublattice or both. The corresponding configurations are

described in terms of alternating lattice distortions u n = (-1)n u and vn = (-1)n v leading

to alternating components of the local density pn (CDW) and the bond order pn>n+i

(BOW), respectively. The results of such a minimization is shown in Fig. 1 for t ne

parameters indicated -- which we believe to be representative for the M-X class. The

ground state is a CDW up to a critical value of 10 where a transition to a BOW

occurs.14-15 (Strictly speaking there is a small coexistence region,9 however, of

negligible size on the scale of the figure). The transition point depends on the two

dimensionless coupling constants

(4a)

(4b)

We have assumed a to be proportional to t 0 in constructing Fig. 1 (which is reasonable

since it is the derivative of the transfer integral with respect to the MM bond length).

Therefore, an increase in t0 enhances X-\ and reduces X.2- (t0 depends sensitively on

hybridization and energy separation of relevant M and X electronic levels14). This is

the reason why both the distortion amplitudes and the gap are lowest at the phase

boundary. Note the anticipated differences of CDW and BOW amplitudes at the ionic-

neutral transition.

Most members of the MX class show6-7 a dimerized X-sublattice which we attribute

to a CDW ground state.9'10 Therefore, we restrict ourselves in the following to the case

- i * -

X, = 0. The results for the charge transfer |1 -pn |, the lattice distortion v and the

electronic gap Eg can9 be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals for general X2. The

limiting weak and strong coupling behaviors, defined in terms of the parameter

(5)

are

where

- i2to/E,(o)]2,

(6a)

(6b)

(7)

is the value of the gap in the completely localized limit (t^ = 0). Thus U reduces the

amplitude of the CDW (a nearest-neighbor Coulomb term would lavor the CDW16). In

the "weak-coupling" limit, X « 1, the gap Eg is small with respect to the (full) tight-

binding bandwidth 4t0 and the charge-density modulation is weak.10 F o r X » 1 the

odd sites are doubly occupied and the even sites are empty (or vice versa) which

corresponds to the limit of localized, or trapped, valence (Eq. 6b). In this regime,9 the

gap is large and the widths of valence and conduction bands are narrow.

The second derivative of the energy with respect to v gives the screened force

constant K2, shown in Fig. 1(c), with limiting behaviors

(8)
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Notice the strong electronic screening (Kohn anomaly) as t0 increases-this may be

somewhat overestimated by our neglect of electron correlations.17 Of particular interest

is the complete softening of \<-\ and K2 on approaching the boundaries oi the CDW and

BOW phases, respectively. This reflects the (near) degeneracy of the ground state at

the transition, giving rise 1o the possibility of a sliding CDW. This degeneracy is lifted if

coexistence is taken into account9 leading to a weak pinning of the CDW. We have

also determined the full phonon dispersion within H-F for strong electron-phonon

coupling18

--(1-K2/Ko)(3 - 4 cosq + cos2q)'} ' (9)

in an extended zone scheme. The Raman-active mode is at q = jt (cô  agrees with (8))

while that at q = 0 is IR-aclive.

Polaronic localized defect states have been discussed in detail elsewhere for

strong1° and weak8.19 CDW (and BOW) coupling. (The complete problem of finite X-\

and %2 involves a complex order parameter and open questions20 concerning defect

stability and charge.) Defects may be kinks, (electron or hole) polarons, possibly

bipolarons, and excitons. For brevity we consider here only the hole polaron. The

energy level and displacement pattern for this case are depicted in Fig. 2 for a strong

coupling CDW.9 Polaron absorption lines are expected at9 0.875 Eg°-U and 0.625 Eg°

(where Eg° = 4)i2/K0), typically yielding (Table I) features to the red or blue of the IVCT

band edge at Eg°-U. Including finite t0 gives a more delocalized polaron, slightly

shifted absorption lines and an additional low energy line.19 Local phonon modes

around the polaron can be both IR- and Raman-active. In the strong coupling regime

we find one21 local Raman mode detached b_ejQW_ the band (9) by Aco ~ y(VEg(o))2w,j.

with y ~ constant (-1).21 Similar local modes also result from anharmonic phonons

even lor t0 = 0. This mode will be excited resonantly by the above polaronic electronic

transitions. Thus, we expect in general that polaronic defects will produce both local RR

modes and a correlated excitation profile structure.

In Table I, we summarize data for several MX materials fitted to the above theory for

\ , = 0 but arbitrary X2. Experimental values for the optical gap (Eg), the dimerization

amplitude ( v) and the symmetric MX stretch frequency («„ ) have been used as input,

together with reasonable estimates for U.17>22 Clearly good examples of strong (e.g.,

Wolffram's red), intermediate (e.g., PtBr, FI2CI) and weak (e.g., Ptl, Pt2Br, PdBr) CDW

coupling are available. The weak coupling cases (note that Ptjl is probably distorted

out of chain)11 are candidates for ionic-neutral (CDW-BOW) transitions. Indeed, recent

RR data12 for Pt2Br suggest destruction of the CDW distortion under -40 kbar pressure

(which should increase t0). Also, in NiBr no distortion has been resolved but there is a

measurable magnetic moment.13 Independent estimates of t0 will become available

with improved optical spectroscopy data. For instance, recent Kramers-Kronig analysis

for PtCI provides an IVCT bandwidth and oscillator strength.23 When compared with

our theory10 these suggest t0 =0.4-0.6 eV in fair agreement with Table I. Using

Wolffram's red or PtCI parameters in eqn. (9) suggests phonon dispersions of -0.14 o^

and 0.52 wrt, respectively, which should be observable with inelastic neutron

scattering.

We turn now to our RR evidence for local states. Earlier RR studies24 of

[Pt(en)2[Pt(en)2Br2](CIO4)4 showed that the symmetric Pt-Br streich is comprised of

several discrete components each with their own excitation profile. On the basis of the

sample dependence of the relative intensities of the components, their different

excitation profiles, and the absence of combination bands involving the different

components, this fine structure was attributed to the presence of several structurally

distinct species. The excitation profiles for three of the component bands are shifted to
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the red of, and are sharper than, the IVCT band as is consistent with the presence of

local stales (above). The Pt2X (X = Cl, Br) complexes also form linear-chain

semiconductors with strong IVCT bands polarized along the metal-metal axis.11 The

Pt2Cl salt is comprised of alternating Pt2+5 -Pt2+* and CI-Pt3S -Pt3"8-Cl units. As noted

in Table I. the Pt2Br salt is considerably more valence delocalized (8 - 0.5), with the Br

atom displaced only slightly from the centroid position between alternating Pt2 units and

nearly equivalent Pt-Pt bonds.11 We present here results of resonance Raman studies

of Pt2CI which is more valence localized and exhibits simpler resonance Raman

profiles.

Raman spectra of Pt2CI single crystals were obtained using Ar and Kr ion lasers

(Spectra Physics 171) and a computerized SPEX double monochromator equipped

with photon counting electronics. The crystals were bathed in a helium atmosphere lo

minimize local heating and the incident laser power was limited to <2 mw. The single

crystal cell was coupled directly to the cold end ot a temperature controlled Displex

closed cycle refrigerator (Air Products). The spectra were obtained with the electric

vector of the incident radiation oriented parallel to the M-M axis.

Spectra obtained at 25K and several diflerent excitation wavelengths are shown in

Fig. 3. The features observed at 117, 158 and 305 cm1 have been attributed to the

Pt(ll)-Pt(ll) stretch, the Pt(lll)-Pt(lll) stretch, and symmetric Pt(lll)-CI stretch, respectively.

As the excitation wavelength is funed to the red side of the IVCT band new features

grow in at 124 and 296 cm 1 and the bands at 117 and 305 cm-1 diminish in intensity

(Fig. 3). The spectrum observed with 752.5 nm excitation shows very little residual

intensity for the 305 cm"1 band. The bands that grow in with red excitation exhibit a

strong sample dependence in terms of their intensities; single crystals from other

preparations typically exhibit much stronger features at 124 and 296 cm"1 such that

these bands dominate at 676.4 nm excitation. Spectra obtained using KCIO4 pellets

show no change in ihe relative intensities of the component bands but do show

-8-
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evidence for broadening and slight dispersion of the component bands with excitation

wavelength.

The spectral dependence on excitation wavelength clearly demonstrates that new

features corresponding to the Pt(ll)-Pt(ll) and Pt(tll)-Cl stretching modes grow in with

excitation well to the red of the IVCT band maximum (-520 nm). In order to clarify the

position and line shape of the electronic transition that is responsible for these two new

vibrations, we have obtained excitation profiles of the 296 and 305 crrr1 bands

employing the same single crystals used to obtain the spectra shown in Fig. 3. In order

to obviate the problem of self-absorption of the excitation source close to the IVCT band

and the associated problem of self-absorption of the Raman scattered light, the

excitation profile of the 158 cm"1 band obtained using a KCIO4 pellet of the same

sample was used to correct the data; the excitation profile is then given by

(VKc)i5aMKp)is8"ci-o)> where Ij represents the intensity of the band of interest, l(c)^58

lhat of the 158 crrr1 band in the single crystal experiment, l(p)158the intensity of the 158

cm-1 band in the pellet experiment, and IC| 0 that of the symmetric CI-0 stretch of the

KCIO4 standard. The excitation profile so obtained is shown in Fig. 4. The excitation

profile for the 305 cm1 band peaks around 580 nm, slightly to the red of the IVCT

absorption band maximum which has been reported25 at -520 nm. The 296 cm"1 band

excitation profile peaks around 700 nm, well to the red of the IVCT band maximum.

We atlribute the new vibrational features that grow in with red excitation to a

polaronic defect. A likely source is a deficiency of K+ ions and the subsequent

oxidation of the chain to form a delocalized Pt(ll)-Pt(lll) (or Pt2 5 - Pt25) polaronic stale.

Several experimental observations support the above assignment. First, the electronic

band that gives rise to the new vibrational bands at ^24 and 296 cm 1 is shifted to the

red of the IVCT band maximum, as is consistent with, e.g., a polaron state (above). A

strong sample dependent EPH signal has also been observed whereas the

homogeneous ground state of alternating Pt(ll)-P1(ll) and Cl-Pt(lll)-Pt(III}-CI units is

- 9 -



diamagnetic. Analysis of the single crystal X-ray diffraction results obtained at 300 and

22K have shown evidence for a small but significant deficiency in the occupation of the

K+ sites.11 Finally, the vibrational frequencies attributed to the polaron are consistent

with the local structural change expected in forming such a local stale (see Fig. 2), a

drop in the P1(I1I)-CI bond strength and an increase in the Pt(ll)-Pt(ll) bond as a result of

oxidation to form Pt(H)-Pt(lll).

Our thoretical prediction for the local mode at 296 cm1 (Aco = y(t0/Eg(o))2) is of the

correct order of magnitude. However, it will be most important to test the predicted

functional dependence of Aw with other MX materials {particularly strong coupling

examples) and to improve theoretical estimates18 of 7. From Fig. (2), we expect

electronic transitions exciting polaron local modes atficop, with (Eg-neopJ/Eg - 0.1 and

0.2, where we used Pt2CI parameters from Table I. This is in reasonable agreement

with excitation profiles for the 296 cm"1 and 305 cm"1 which maximize at -1.8 and 2.2

eV (Fig. 4). More detailed correlation of EPR, absorption and RR data is needed to

definitively identify the defects (and, for instance, to distinguish polarons from charged

kinks9). However, we emphasize that optical absorption for many. MX materials has

indeed shown26 intragap features consistent with the polaronic defects and excitation

profiles reported here.

It is likely that the putative Ft(lll)-Pt(lll) stretch is also resonance enhanced when the

excitation wavelength is tuned to Ihe absorption of the polaron. However, the lineshape

of the 15B cm 1 feature does not change greatly with excitation wavelength indicating

that the Pt(lll)-Pt(lll) stretch of the polaron is not significantly difierent from that of the

homogeneous ground stale. We note that the excitation profile for the 158 cm"1 band is

red shifted relative to that of the 305 cm1 band, as is consistent with the former being a

composite of the homogeneous ground state and the polaron.

The temperature dependence of Ihe resonance enhanced modes attributed to the

polaron and homogeneous ground state has also been studied. As temperature is

- 1 0 -

raised, the 296 cm 1 band loses intensity relative to the 305 cm 1 band and above

-350K the polaron vibration can no longer be observed. Similar temperature

dependent changes in the relative intensities of the component bands of the Pt-Br

stretch in [Pt(en)2J[Pt(en)2Br2](CIO4)4 have been observed.24 While these temperature

effects are not yet well understood, it is possible that they arise Irom increased mobility

and delocalization of the polaron state al high temperatures.

In conclusion, the MX and MMX classes of materials present opportunities to tune

from strong to weak CDW coupling, to study polaronic local states, and probably to

drive (e.g., by pressure) ionic-neutral phase transitions.12 It will be important in the

future to improve and coordinate experiments on single crystal samples - e.g., optical

absorption and Kramers-Kronig analysis (to determine t0 better); RR and IR local mode

labeling; (time-resolved) photoexcitalion; measuring charge disproportionation (e.g., by

XANES27); inelastic neutron scattering study of the Kohn anomaly; structural analysts of

any BOW or (in MMX cases) MM distortions; magnetic susceptibility; transport;

controlled doping. Doping should be especially interesting in Ihe BOW regime where if

could allow Coulomb effects to suppress the distortion, resulting in a metallic phase10

(c.f. doped polyacetylene28). Additional theoretical attention is needed to model

ground states and polaronic defects in MX and MMX (and related small metallic cluster)

materials. In particular, including complex order parameter, many-body correlation,

nonadiabatic phonon, and doping effects may produce additional novel ground states

and excitations.10
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TABLE 1

PtCI(W-R)

PtCI

PtBr

Ptl

R2CI

Pt2Br

V

(A)

0.44

0.38

0.25

0.12

0.26

0.10

EQ

(eV)

2.6

2.7

2.0

1.3

2.2

1.5

<"*

(MeV)

38.0

38.4

21.5

15.2

37.5

26.2

to

(eV)

0.23

0.43

0.B1

1.71

0.59

1.52

3

(eVA1)

3.1

3.6

4.1

5.1

2.9

4.8

K

(eVA-2)

6.9

8.5

11.3

15.7

9.5

20.8

0.94

0.55

0.27

0.17

0.36

0.18

U

(eV)

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

1.0

1.0

Parameter values lor representative MX and MMX materials (see text).

Experimental data from Refs. 6, 7,11 and 23.
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FIG. 1

Adiabatic. H-F predictions for (a) distortion ( u or v), (b) gap (Eg) and

(c) screened force constants K, and K2 (corresponding to the second derivatives of the

ground state energy with respect to u and v, respectively) as t0 is varied through the

CDW-BOW transition. Fjepmsantative parameter values have been assumed:11 p =

3.5 eVA1, Ko = 6.0 eVA-2, u = 3eV and a = t^A.

FIG. 2

Localized energy levels and associated MX displacement pattern for a hole-

polaron in the strong coupling limit.4

FIG. 3
Resonance Raman spectra of Pt2CI (T = 20K) at several different excitation

wavelengths.

FIG. 4
Measured excitation profiles for the Raman modes in Pt2CI.
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